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Introduction 

We Humans have a special privilege to mirror 

upon ourselves and perceive the planet around 

United States. this can be the explanation 

humanity has progressed from agricultural 

revolution to the economic revolution and is 

currently moving towards political revolution. 

Politics governs a rustic and politicians governs 

the voters of the country. In each election, each 

politician no matter their political parties provoke 

a vote from its voters from their various location. 

Political parties have all their long manifestos 

that they need to meet in their ruling term. in line 

with oxford lexicon, " Manifestos square measure 

a written statement by a poltical party that 

explains what it hopes to try to to if it becomes 

the govt. within the future". in an exceedingly 

democratic country like Asian nation, it's 

obligatory to form Manifestos of political parties 

that square measure full of several such demands 

that square measure for his or her folks of various 

states and specific location. however several 

manifestos square measure unrealized and plenty 

of do not contain or met with the important issues 

of the folks or society. This brings out a plan of 

inscribing this analysis paper of 4 major political 

parties of Punjab. This paper adresses the 

comparative study of 4 major political parties of 

Punjab lesgislative assembly and their various 

manifestos. we've got taken four major political 

parties that square measure named as AAP, BJP, 

Congress and SAD-BSP. These political parties 

that focusses on transparency, guaranteeing the 

standard of lives of the folks of the state and 

central however failing vastly in implementing 

those ways once dive into the politics. Here, 

arises a scenario of shifting seriousness to the 

consciousness of the choice of political parties. 

Through RTI, one will simply assess the data of 

what quantity political parties do for the actual 

state Punjab. it's been recorded that a lot of 

political parties ruled the state however still it's 

having a motivating record of skyrocketing 

corruption, bribe, crime, rapes, and narcotics. 

folks of Punjab having no employment that’s why 

they immigrate to the North American country. 

although Punjab encompasses a largest irrigation 

network throughout the state however don’t have 

a correct network of growth in entrueprenuership 

or businesses or SEZs. By characteristic the 

wants and considerations of individuals of Punjab 

for his or her specific state. we've got brought this 

analysis paper to throw a lightweight onto the 

main gap of political parties and also the 

considerations of individuals through this paper. 
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AAP Punjab Election Manifesto 

1. More reputation and prioritization to the 

‘Holy City’ Amritsar and Sri Anandpur Sahib. 

2. Corruption-loose Punjab through passing 

invoice the Jan Lok Pal Bill. 

3. Fully refurbishment of governance then 

use of era to clean corruption. 

4. Pull to portions all of the Mafias in Reta 

Bajri, transport, cable, liquor very own through 

the politicians. 

5.  Agreements to the youngsters on 

foundation of merit. 

6. High Rank politicians moving into drug 

trade, proudly owning Reta-Bajri, promoting fake 

insecticides to be despatched to prison and seize 

their properties. 

7. Property tax loose and Domestic energy 

charges may be halved four hundred units. 

8. Medicines, Diagnostic take a look at and 

remedy- loose and to be had each village through 

‘Pind Sehat Clinics’ and Mohalla clinics in cities 

and Rs five lakh cashless medical health 

insurance scheme for remedy in non-public 

hospitals. 

9. Make farmers debt-loose. 

10. Make Punjab drug loose after formation 

of presidency in a single month and rehabilitation 

of drug sufferers in six months. 

11. Investigate of non-secular desecration 

incidents in ultimate years and punishment for the 

guilty. 

12. Create 25 lakh employment possibilities 

and made Punjabi youngsters now no longer 

process seekers however as opposed to process 

creators. 

13. Increased pensions for vintage age, 

handicapped and widow from Rs 500 to Rs 25000. 

14. Aam Aadmi Canteens in all district and 

make sub divisional cities clean, Rs five healthy 

meal. 

15. No MLA, minister, MP of AAP or 

another senior chief will use car with hooters and 

pink beacon lights. VIP lifestyle may be ended 

through reducing down non-public protection 

through 95%. 

16. NRI Board may be fashioned with 

24hour hotline facility to resolve all issues 

confronted through NRIs, such as VISA issues.                                                 

BJP Punjab Election Manifesto 

1. The manifesto guarantees an annual price 

range of Rs 5,000 crore to guide sustainable 

agriculture and natural farming withinside the 

country. 

2. An annual economic help of Rs 6,000 

could be given to the landless farmer of the 

country below the Pradhan Mantri Kisan 

Samman Yojana. 

3.  Subsidy could be given for opportunity 

automated and clever irrigation systems, with a 

view to assist in water conservation. 

4. To sell dairy farming, a prepared milk 

advertising device could be evolved via way of 

means of organizing Milk Chilling Center in each 

village and Milk Processing Unit in each cluster 

of 30 villages. 

5. The manifesto promised to subsidize 

agro-primarily based totally industries below the 

Prime Minister’s Employment Generation 

Program. 

6. Tax unfastened agro-primarily based 

totally commercial clusters comprising small and 

medium organizations could be created to draw 

funding in rural areas. Mega Food Processing 

Parks can also be set up. 

7. Reservation for youngsters and women 

in both government and private jobs. 

8. It additionally says fast-music courts 

could be mounted to cope with any form of 

violence, harassment and oppression in 

opposition to women. A unique regulation could 

be enacted to cope with the instances of brides 

deserted through NRI grooms, the manifesto says.    
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9. Rs 1 lakh crore infrastructure 

development for five years to revive the economy.           

 Congress Punjab Election Manifesto 

1. Promise one lakh government jobs to 

people of Punjab. 

2. The grand vintage celebration guarantees 

procurement of oilseed, pulses and corn with the 

aid of using government agencies, PTI reported. 

3. The Congress authorities will cease 

mafia raj with the aid of using growing groups for 

liquor sale and sand mining. 

4. The Congress additionally promised to 

give Rs 11 hundred in step with month to the 

women in Punjab and 8 cooking fuel line 

cylinders in step with 12 months for homemakers.  

5. Education free in government colleges, 

schools and universities to who is a needy student. 

Scholarship to schedule cast, backward classes 

and general category. 

6. Funding the education for girls in 5th 

standard: Rs 5000, Rs 10000 for 10th standard 

and Rs 20000 with computer in 12th standard. 

7. MNREGA will be increased to Rs 350. 

8. For reinforcing startups an investment of 

Rs 1,000 cr and allowed Rs 2 lakh loan with none 

interest. 

9. Government hospitals with free health 

services. 

SAD-BSP Punjab Election Manifesto 

1. The alliance will focus on the betterment 

of people pension and insurance schemes. 

2. Ensuring the levelling up for the arts and 

sports activities like flying academies, racecourse, 

film cities and cash prizes for Olympic medalist. 

3. The alliance will present the 

enhancement and advancement of training tools 

with new facilities and infrastructure in 

government schools, colleges and universities 

also the 33% reservation for the college students 

in Punjab. 

4. vintage age Pension 

being raised to Rs 3100 

and introduction of 

Shagun scheme.  

5. The alliance 

moreover has promised 1 lakh houses in line with 

three hundred and sixty-five days for awful 

human beings and Rs 10 lakh medical insurance 

to a family.  

6. The manifesto ensures a scholar card 

scheme that offers Rs 10 lakh to university 

college students for studies abroad. The nation to 

get new government schools with 5000 university 

college students. 

7. Furthermore, the manifesto moreover 

ensures three to four flying academies and a 

trendy film city in Chandigarh.  

8. Moreover promised 4 hundred gadgets of 

electricity free to SC and BC families in line with 

month. 

9. The manifesto moreover promised race 

course in new Chandigarh for Marvadi horses.  

10. The alliance moreover said that all 

Olympic medallists from the nation can be 

supplied Rs 7 crore. 

Concerns of People 

Public in politics following the Punjab 

government (politics). Most Indian adults see 

politicians as corrupt and question whether 

elections are effective.(64%) say most politicians 

are corrupt. 

Unlike 2017, no single political party may be able 

to make a clean sweep in these elections. Punjab 

is in a state of flux. In a contest between Congress 

and AAP, there could be hung assembly where 

other parties might play the king maker.It itself at 

a rather peculiar crossroads of partisan electoral 

politics even as Assembly elections loom and 

myriad issues of governance. In a state so far 

refused to fall for the Hinduvta Vikas Purush 

narrative to the BJPNow talking about the 

INDIAN PUNJAB POLITICAL CRISIS 2021, 

people voices raised towards their political issues 

including politicians.On 18th September 2021, 
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several government members of the Punjab 

Legislative Assembly from Indian National 

Congress in India attended a Congress 

Legislative Party (CLP) meeting, which may or 

may not lead to the change of CM of the Indian 

National Congress in Punjab. This led to the 

resignation of Amarinder Singh from the chief 

minister post. Charanjit Singh Channi was made 

the next Chief Minister(Punjab).Aftermath story 

is half party and is complicated. 

The consequences faced in politics especially in 

those of the people's. 

 

● Drug problem 

● Law and order 

● Unemployment 

● Farmer suicides 

● Inside politics 

As you know that now The Aam Aadmi Party 

gained a full majority in the sixteenth Punjab 

Legislative Assembly by winning 92 out of 117 

seats. AAP Punjab convener MP Bhagwan Mann 

was sworn in as Chief Minister on sixteenth 

March 2022. Mann ministry was formed with 

cabinet ministers on 19 March 2022. By voting, 

citizens are participating in the democratic 

process. Citizens vote for leaders to represent 

them and their ideas. Majority of people are 

concerned about misinformation spreading via 

phones. All about politics concerns towards 

privilege to oneself and making it through 

people's political behaviour. It describes a 

phenomenon for which the argument's conclusion 

is offered as an explanation. It is cited as evidence 

that people's behaviour never matches their 

political beliefs. It is premise offered in support 

of the conclusion that voters often reelect 

politicians whose behaviour they resent 

 

Reason why Punjab is in State of Political Churn 

( People asks for about): 

 

1. The Farmers Movement 

2. Leadership of Dalits 

3. AAP's Ascendancy 

 

Protesting political 

parties , creating dalit 

leadership etc. Causes 

are here for every public 

(people),who wants what 

they want and also have 

getting through many measures what will 

dominate or rule them and their lives as public 

representative.All comes under the politic 

environment of Punjab. Problems with Indian 

Politics includes:Law and order,Terrorism, 

Naxalism, religious violence and caste related 

violence are important issues that affect the 

political environment of the Indian Nation. Let's 

get through a little part of Indian politics. Politics 

in India works within the framework of the 

country's Constitution.India is a parliamentary 

democratic secular republic in which the 

president of India is the head of state and the 

Prime Minister of India is the head of government. 

It is based on the federal structure of government, 

although the word is not used in the Constitution 

itself. India follows the dual polity system,i.e., 

federal in nature, that consists of the central 

authority at the centre and the states at the 

periphery. The Constitution defines the 

organizational powers and limitations of both 

central and state governments: it is well 

recognised fluid and considered supreme,i.e. the 

laws of the nation must conform to it. 

● Main objects and major issues in India 

discussed 

● Corruption 

● Illiteracy 

● Education system 

● Basic Sanitization 

● Health care system 

● Poverty 

● Pollution 

● Women's safety 

 

Punjab is heading for a triangular contest for 

power. As the people just suffer as intersecting 

axes of caste, class, religion, language and nation 

have been the factors that have shaped the 

political destiny of Punjab. The vacillation of 

political parties between the continuum of 

religious caste identities and secular Punjabi 

identity is a well known fact. Through Punjab 

politics people made themselves as unsatisfactory 
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words. Just as I told about farmers movement 

Dalits and all etc. Political situation here means 

which lags everything makes brainwashed and 

therefore, making a stable and also difficult for 

the people. 

Data interpretation  

With national elections round the corner, political 

parties ar yet again train up to publish their 

official stances on key policy problems. The year 

witnessed myriad guarantees created by political 

parties, each informally through speeches and 

formally through election manifestos. Election 

manifestos perform as signalling devices for 

contextualizing the priorities of a organization. 

whereas they need generated discussion around 

problems like employment and housing, they 

need additionally created idle guarantees like free 

distribution of cows and laptops. Earlier this year 

(2022), member of Parliament Varun Gandhi 

admitted that manifestos usually go uninformed. 

He declared that whereas manifestos ought to 

play a key role within the political dialogue, they 

instead usually morph into mere intellectual 

exercises. this implies that variety of voters ar 

alienated from political processes. a way to loop 

them back in is by creating manifestos a lot of 

accessible to individuals. With the task of writing 

manifestos still current, we tend to ask: however 

will manifestos be improved to cause a more 

robust political discourse? In this paper our main 

focus is on Punjab legislative assembly elections 

2022. We wanted to bring out views of people, 

what they think about election manifesto. For that 

we have collected survey in the form of a 

questionnaire. Due to covid protocols we have 

made this questionnaire in digital format which 

we have distributed through different social sites. 

In our survey we have asked different question to 

people about their views and thoughts on 

elections and manifestos. We have asked 

questions to people from different age groups 

from 18yrs to the age of 60yrs in which 83% of 

people are from the age group of 18-25. In our 

survey views of people are not only from state of 

Punjab but also from different states of India in 

which 61% of people who have responded 

belongs to the state of Punjab and 39% people are 

from other states. 52% people from the total 

number of responses collected have voted in the 

elections held in the month of February in Punjab. 

75% of people were already aware about 

manifestos and 72% of them have already read 

manifestos. There was a very interesting question 

we have asked that do political parties work 

according to demands of people after gaining 

votes after elections and surprisingly 66% of 

them replied with a big no that means political 

parties have highly disappointed people with their 

fake promises in manifestos, they said that yes 

manifestos are made according to demands and 

their needs but parties fail to do the same for 

public.  At last, we asked people to give their 

valuable opinions about what they think and we 

were so surprised to see that people were highly 

disappointed with their high expectation and 

reality of work outcomes from the side of party in 

power. 

CONCLUSION 

Elections are most utmost important part of 

government making and as we live in india had 

power to make our government by our choice and 

decision of majority. Government Making is 

trustable part for every country or state. 

Government is going to make and break their 

state as elections manifestos are known to be an 

introduction for every political parties for what 

they are going to do so people can vote 

accordingly. In this work we have worked on how 

manifestos work for parties as well as people 

because parties catch public’s attention by 

pointing out their need and weekend giving them 

sugar coated promises and all these words are 

said by people. For this work we have conducted 

survey and got surprising as most of the people 

thinks that political parties only takes their 

concerns for collecting votes and after elections 

they show their back to people and fool them by 

their words.   
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